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Deforestation contributes to global greenhouse gas emissions andmust be reduced if the

1.5◦C limit to global warming is to be realized. Protected areas represent one intervention

for decreasing forest loss and aiding conservation efforts, yet there is intense human

pressure on at least one-third of protected areas globally. There have been numerous

studies addressing the extent and identifying drivers of deforestation at the local, regional,

and global level. Yet few have focused on drivers of deforestation in protected areas in

high thematic detail. Here we use a new crowdsourced data set on drivers of tropical

forest loss for the period 2008–2019, which has been collected using the Geo-Wiki

crowdsourcing application for visual interpretation of very high-resolution imagery by

volunteers. Extending on the published data on tree cover and forest loss from the

Global Forest Change initiative, we investigate the dominant drivers of deforestation in

tropical protected areas situated within 30◦ north and south of the equator. We find the

deforestation rate in protected areas to be lower than the continental average for the

Latin Americas (3.4% in protected areas compared to 5.4%) and Africa (3.3% compared

to 3.9%), but it exceeds that of unprotected land in Asia (8.5% compared to 8.1%).

Consistent with findings from foregoing studies, we also find that pastures and other

subsistence agriculture are the dominant deforestation driver in the Latin Americas,

while forest management, oil palm, shifting cultivation and other subsistence agriculture

dominate in Asia, and shifting cultivation and other subsistence agriculture is the main

driver in Africa. However, we find contrasting results in relation to the degree of protection,

which indicate that the rate of deforestation in Latin America and Africa in strictly

protected areas might even exceed that of areas with no strict protection. This crucial

finding highlights the need for further studies based on a bottom up crowdsourced,

data collection approach, to investigate drivers of deforestation both inside and outside

protected areas.

Keywords: deforestation, crowdsourcing, drivers of deforestation, remote sensing, deforestation in protected
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INTRODUCTION

Curbing deforestation in tropical areas continues to be a key
environmental challenge, with global implications for climate
change and biodiversity loss (Betts et al., 2017; Popkin, 2019).
One proven intervention for decreasing the amount of forest loss
and promoting conservation is the establishment of protected
areas (Watson et al., 2014). Therefore, Aichi target 11.1 of
the Convention on Biodiversity called for 17% of the world’s
terrestrial surface to be protected by 2020 (and 10% of
marine areas), which has now been reportedly achieved globally
(Secretariat of the CBD, 2020). However, recent studies showed
that within 196 of the globally contracting parties, almost
55% of countries are showing no or little progress in many
biodiversity indicators (Buchanan et al., 2020), and area-based
protection targets have therefore been criticized as focusing on
the amount rather than the quality of protected areas (Adams
et al., 2021; Starnes et al., 2021). In line with this, a recent Remote
Sensing Survey undertaken by the UN Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) as part of their Forest Research Assessment
(FRA) showed that between 2000 and 2018, despite a slowdown
at the global scale, most deforestation occurred in tropical biomes
(FAO, 2021). Although some commitments have been made
through the Glasgow Leaders’ Declaration on Forests and Land
Use to reverse forest loss and land degradation by 2030 (Glasgow
Leaders CoP26, 2021), we still need more effective monitoring
tools in place to ensure that commitments are fully implemented.
To achieve this goal, a better understanding of the regional
drivers of forest loss and which interventions are most effective
in a certain region would be needed for a better targeting of
committed funding efforts.

Synthesizing the main drivers of deforestation across multiple

geographical locations, meta-analysis of published studies on
deforestation causes have found complex patterns involving
multiple drivers of deforestation across the globe (Geist and
Lambin, 2002; Busch and Ferretti-Gallon, 2017; Scullion et al.,
2019). However, the underlying drivers of deforestation do not
only differ by geographical location, as has been shown for Brazil,
the Congo Basin and Indonesia (Seymour and Harris, 2019), but
they have also changed over time due to the complexity of local
socio-economic and political conditions in the target regions. For
instance, in Brazil, the main drivers have traditionally been cattle
ranching and commercial soy production, but this has shifted
to small-scale clearing more recently (Tyukavina et al., 2017;
Lovejoy and Nobre, 2018). The Congo Basin has experienced
forest loss due to subsistence agriculture, but selective logging
and industrial agriculture have become key drivers in recent
decades (Tyukavina et al., 2018). For Indonesia, the situation
is changing from selective logging and oil palm plantations
to greater pressures from small-scale farming (Gaveau et al.,
2016; Austin et al., 2019). With the opening up of the Landsat
archive in 2010 and advances in storage and processing of
remote sensing data, the high-resolution Global Forest Change
(GFC) data sets produced by Hansen et al. (2013) have allowed
for more comprehensive investigations into the causal drivers
of forest loss in protected areas and hence, in assessing their
effectiveness for sustaining crucial ecosystem functions. For the
period 2001–2012, Heino et al. (2015) found that global forest

loss was 5% compared to a loss of 3% in protected forests,
but there was large variation geographically; protected areas
prevented loss of forests in some countries in South America
and Southeast Asia while deforestation was higher than 5%
in Australia and Oceania, and North America. Furthermore, a
recent study by Wade et al. (2020) covering the period 2001–
2018 showed a considerable increase in global tree loss of 12.2%
compared to 4.1% in protected areas, with 32% of the tree loss
occurring in South and Central America followed by North
America, Eastern Europe, Africa and the Middle East. Hence,
these findings confirm that the amount of forest loss would have
beenmuch greater if the protected areas had not been designated.
In accordance, Shah et al. (2021) estimated that on a global scale,
protected areas that were established between 2000 and 2012
helped to avoid 72% of deforestation in these areas (around 86K
km2), increasing to 81% for protected areas designated as strictly
protected. For tropical forest protected areas, a global analysis of
deforestation found that although as much as 73% of protected
areas experienced deforestation, 41% showed a reduction in tree
loss in a 1 km buffer zone around protected areas, which further
highlights the efficacy of this management intervention, however,
with substantial opportunities for improvement, particularly for
protected areas in Asia (Spracklen et al., 2015). Most strikingly, a
global study quantifying how well countries’ forests are protected
found that although deforestation was drastically reduced and
lowest in small reserves with low background deforestation
rates, only 6.5 of the 17% foreseen by the Aichi Convention on
Biodiversity target were effectively protected, which highlights
that global targets for protected areas should include quantitative
measures of effectiveness in addition to pure spatial extent (Wolf
et al., 2021).

More recently, a semi-quantitative approach has been
developed, which allows gathering data on the drivers of
deforestation using crowdsourcing and Geo-Wiki (Laso Bayas
et al., 2021). Outsourcing labeling tasks to the crowd (Howe,
2006) can result in large volumes of data collected, beyond what
is possible using scientific resources alone. Geo-Wiki is an online
crowdsourcing application for the visual interpretation of very
high-resolution satellite imagery (Fritz et al., 2012; See et al.,
2015). It has been used in several crowdsourcing campaigns, e.g.,
to validate a map of land availability for biomass (Fritz et al.,
2013), to quantify field size globally (Fritz et al., 2015; Lesiv et al.,
2019) and to collect data on cropland (Laso Bayas et al., 2017),
respectively. The last campaign undertaken with Geo-Wiki was
the “Drivers of Tropical Loss” in which a large sample drawn
from an area 30◦ north and south of the equator was visually
interpreted to extract the dominant driver of deforestation
covering the period 2008–2019 (Laso Bayas et al., 2021). Here
we present an update to the map developed by Curtis et al.
(2018) (with regard to the spatial resolution and based on a much
larger sample size), which we use to determine the effectiveness
of protected areas in curbing tropical deforestation by continent.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Drivers of Forest Loss Layer
Curtis et al. (2018) produced the first spatially explicit map of
the drivers of deforestation at a 10 km2 resolution for the period
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2001–2015. From the GFC data set, they sampled 5,000 locations
of forest loss that were then visually interpreted using imagery
from Google Earth. Using a classification model and other input
data sets such as population,MODIS data on fires, and land cover,
they then allocated the dominant drivers of deforestation to areas
of forest loss globally.

To produce an updated version of this layer for the period
2008–2019, a crowdsourcing campaign was run using Geo-Wiki.
A random sample of 150K locations within an area bounded by
30◦ north and south latitude, covering the tropics as well as some

sub-tropical regions, was selected using the global forest tree loss
layer of Hansen et al. (2013) aggregated to 100m resolution to
choose locations where deforestation had occurred. The sample
was generated using GIS software. This sample set was then
randomly provided to volunteers for classification using the Geo-
Wiki application on a first come first served basis. This means
that a volunteer could potentially interpret a location from any
geographical area within the area of interest. Shown in Figure 1A,
each sample location is shown as a 1 × 1 km blue box, overlaid
on top of very-high resolution imagery from Google Maps and

FIGURE 1 | Parts of the Geo-Wiki interface for the “Drivers of Tropical Forest Loss” crowdsourcing campaign showing (A) the 1 km blue box for interpretation with

Hansen’s global forest loss layer shown in red (Source: Google Maps, n.d.) and (B) the set of drivers for volunteers to select as predominant driver. For this sample

location, the dominant driver is “commercial agriculture”.

TABLE 1 | The dominant tree loss drivers in the Geo-Wiki “Drivers of Tropical Forest Loss” crowdsourcing campaign.

Dominant tree loss driver Description

Subsistence agriculture Relatively small fields (typically less than a quarter of the blue box), sometimes without defined borders. Includes agroforestry

(combined trees and annual crops) in small fields, shifting cultivation (e.g., abandoned or burnt fields, fallow, bushes). Also includes

mixed systems, where small crop fields, small scale pastures, and cattle, small patches of palms might be seen, e.g., in some

countries in Africa. Remote sensing time-series were utilized to aid identification.

Commercial agriculture Uniform/monoculture, large fields (typically larger than one quarter of the blue box). Sometimes they can be several small fields

together or close by, all with the same land use. Includes permanent (tree-crops/fruit trees) or annual crops, e.g., citrus plantations,

olive trees, vineyards, cereals, soybean, sugar cane, banana, and cacao plantations. It also includes commercial aquaculture.

Excludes oil palm plantations.

Commercial oil palm and other

palm plantation

Includes oil palm and other palms such as coconut plantations in large sized fields or several small fields together.

Pasture Managed grasslands typically with signs of cattle around. May include sparse trees. Ponds of water with roads leading to or crossing

trails may be signs of pasture. No obvious agricultural management visible.

Managed forest/forestry Includes logging, timber plantations, managed forest, and replanted forest. This class also includes rubber plantations.

Roads/trails/buildings Includes any built-up areas and infrastructure, as well as big and small roads or trails that may show human impact or urban

expansion.

Mining and crude oil extraction Includes open mining, small regular oil extraction platforms, and dams.

Wildfire A large (typically larger than the blue box) burnt area with irregular borders.

Other natural disturbances/No

tree loss driver

Drought, windthrow (trees uprooted by wind), flooding, or no tree loss driver present
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Microsoft Bing Maps. Hansen’s global forest tree loss layer is
shown in red and indicates tree loss detection at any point
between 2008 and 2019. We then asked volunteers to identify
the dominant tree loss driver from a list of nine possible choices
(Figure 1B and described in Table 1), visible in areas indicated
by Hansen’s tree loss pixels. Each sample location was classified
a minimum of three times by different volunteers for quality
control while 2K sample locations were classified by experts;
the latter were used during the campaign to award or deduct
points to ensure quality remained high. Once the sample was
fully interpreted by the volunteers, the campaign was completed.
More details of the campaign as well as the data set collected are
available from Laso Bayas et al. (In review).

The 1 km sample pixels were used as centroids to generate
Voronoi polygons. The 100m aggregated pixels of tree loss from
the GFC layer of Hansen that fell within these polygons were
then used to assign the tree loss driver to each 1 km grid square
within the area 30◦ north and south of the equator. The map
by Curtis et al. (2018) did not differentiate between shifting
cultivation and other types of subsistence agriculture, which are
quite different underlying drivers. Here we extracted the shifting
cultivation class from other subsistence agriculture using themap
produced by Heinimann et al. (2017), where the classes of very
low, low, medium and high were included in a conservative
definition of shifting cultivation and the class none (meaning
no cultivation) was categorized as other subsistence agriculture
where it overlapped with subsistence agriculture in our driver
data set.

As a check of the validity of our driver data set, we compared
the amount of commodity-driven agricultural deforestation
found in Curtis et al. (2018) with that obtained here. Curtis
et al. (2018) found that 27 ± 5% of forest loss between 2001
and 2015 was due to commodity-driven agriculture. If we use
the definitions of Curtis et al. (2018) to construct the commodity
layer by aggregating the commercial agriculture, commercial oil
palm, pasture, and mining classes, we find 22% of forest loss
pixels allocated to commodity-driven deforestation. If we add
areas with agriculture where no shifting cultivation has ever
existed or has disappeared decades ago according to Heinimann
et al. (2017), then the commodity-driven forest loss in our data
set increases to 34%. Hence, we obtain values that are similar in
magnitude to that of Curtis et al. (2018).

World Database on Protected Areas
(WDPA)
Updated on a monthly basis, the location of protected areas is
available as a vector file from the World Database on Protected
Areas (WDPA) (IUCN and UNEP-WCMC, 2021). Developed
and curated by the UN Environment Program, the International
Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) and the World
Conservation Monitoring Center (UNEP-WCMC), the data
are provided by government agencies and other authoritative
organizations. Protected areas are classified by the degree of
protection using an IUCN categorization. For our analysis, we
use the terms “strictly protected” to include categories I-IV, “not
strictly protected” to mean categories IV and V, and “unknown
status” to denote protected areas that are not reported with a
category yet are still recognized by national governments or have

an unknown category. From the version of the WDPA dated
21 August 2021, we extracted those protected areas that contain
more than 10,000 ha of tree cover.

Tree Cover
We used the GFC tree cover layer of Hansen (for the year 2000)
and calculated the deforestation at a resolution of approximately
1 km for the years 2008–2019. This layer was derived by setting a
10% tree cover threshold for each 30m pixel and then aggregating
the overall forest area to a 1 km percentage tree cover layer. It
should be noted that when calculating tree cover using a 10%
threshold, very small patches of trees will be included as tree
cover, which differs from the forest cover definition of FAO,
which defines forest as: Land with tree crown cover (or equivalent
stocking level) of more than 10% and area of more than 0.5
hectares (ha). The trees should be able to reach aminimumheight
of 5 meters (m) at maturity in situ (FAO, 1998).

Analysis of Drivers
This analysis is limited to the 30◦ north and south of the equator,
thus it focuses on tropical deforestation but also includes some
sub-tropical areas. We overlaid the 1 km driver data on the
protected areas that contain substantial amounts of tree cover
(i.e., more than 10K ha) to extract the primary driver for each
protected area; this was calculated as the most frequent driver
occurring in the 1 km driver data set. We then calculated the
overall area deforested by one of the 10 identified drivers for areas
in the Americas, Africa and Asia that fall within the area 30◦

north and south of the equator. Finally, we computed statistics of
drivers within protected areas for each continent and by different
categories of protected areas, considering the protection levels
as strict, non-strict and unknown following the categorization
outlined in SectionWorld Database on Protected Areas (WDPA)
and proposed by Wolf et al. (2021). We note that this analysis
is one of average deforestation reduction per continent, and it
does not make use of auxiliary information on locational biases
of protected areas within countries (Joppa and Pfaff, 2009). The
percent reduction in deforestation by driver, x, and continent, y,
was calculated using the following formula for protected areas (i):

% reduction in deforestationx,y

= 100− 100 ∗
Deforestation ratex,y

∑
i Deforestation ratei,x,y/i

RESULTS

Dominant Drivers of Deforestation in
Protected Areas
Figure 2 provides an overview of the data sets compiled in this
analysis. The protected areas overlaid on tree cover for the year
2000 and the GFC layer of tree loss between 2008 and 2019
(Hansen et al., 2013) are shown in Figures 2A,B, respectively.
Figure 2C presents the dominant driver of deforestation for
the three continents, with zoomed in areas shown in Brazil,
the Democratic Republic of Congo, Indonesia, and China. The
more detailed zoomed in areas show the variability and presence
of very diverse drivers (i.e., commercial agriculture in Brazil;
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FIGURE 2 | (A) Protected areas and percentage tree cover in 2000; (B) Deforestation between 2008 and 2019 and tree cover in 2000; (C) The primary drivers of

deforestation (2008–2019) in tropical areas; and (D) in protected areas with forest cover >10,000 ha. Source: World Database of Protected Areas; Global Forest

Change data sets (Laso Bayas et al., 2021).

shifting cultivation and other subsistence agriculture as well as
natural disturbances, roads and commercial agriculture in the
Democratic Republic of Congo; other subsistence agriculture,
shifting cultivation, commercial oil palm and commercial
agriculture in Indonesia; and mainly managed forests in China.
Overall, we found that 5.6% of the overall forest area was
deforested during the period 2008–2019 in the area 30◦ north and
south of the equator. Figure 2D shows the primary driver within
protected areas that have significant tree cover (i.e., >10,000 ha).
The total amount of forest in the area 30 degrees north and south
of the equator is 2,755 million ha. This is higher than the 1,800

million ha of forest in tropical areas (FAO, 2021) since we cover
a greater area than the tropics. The amount of forest in protected
areas is calculated as 1,135 million ha.

Drivers of Deforestation in the Latin
Americas, Africa, and Asia (30◦ N and S of
the Equator) for the Period 2008–2019
Figure 3 shows the overall deforested area in the three continents
by driver. The overall amount of deforestation is 148 million
ha, where the largest amount occurred in the Latin Americas
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FIGURE 3 | The amount of deforestation (in MHa) by driver in the Americas, Africa, and Asia in the area 30◦ latitude north and south of the equator.

(59 million ha), followed by Asia (48 million ha) and Africa (42
million ha). The largest share of deforestation in the Americas
can be attributed to pasture followed by shifting cultivation and
other subsistence agriculture. However, there is also evidence of
other drivers including managed forests, commercial agriculture,
natural disturbances, roads, wildfires, mining, and a very small
amount of commercial oil palm. In Asia, forest management
together with oil palm have the largest share followed by
shifting cultivation and other subsistence agriculture; there is
also evidence of natural disturbances, pastures, roads, wildfire,
and mining as drivers. The patterns are very different in Africa
where shifting cultivation and other subsistence agriculture are
the dominant drivers while all other drivers play a minor role
in deforestation.

Figure 4 shows the percentage of deforestation by driver and
continent. When compared to the entire forest area located
within 30◦ north and south of the equator, we can see that the
percentage of deforestation was highest in Asia (8.1%), where a
large share can be attributed to managed forest, particularly in
China (see Figure 2C), followed by the Latin Americas (5.4%)
and Africa (3.9%).

Drivers of Deforestation in Protected Areas
As shown in Figure 2D, the dominant and hence most frequent
drivers in protected areas vary widely between continents.
In the Latin Americas, they are dominated geographically by
pasture, shifting cultivation, and natural disturbances, by shifting
cultivation and other subsistence agriculture in Africa, and in

Asia, by shifting cultivation and other subsistence agriculture,
natural disturbances, and forest management, as well as oil palm
in some smaller protected areas in this region. Figure 5 shows
the total deforestation in million ha inside protected areas in
each continent by the type of driver. Compared to the overall
deforestation in the different continents, the distribution of the
different drivers in protected areas is very similar, again showing
that pastures play the most important role in the Latin Americas
compared to a much smaller share in Asia and Africa. It can also
be noted that deforestation is the highest in protected areas in
Asia. Computing the percentage of deforestation as a share of the
total tree cover area, the deforestation rates in protected areas are
still lower than the continental average for the Latin Americas
(3.4% compared to 5.4%) and Africa (3.3% compared to 3.9%),
but they are slightly higher in Asia (8.5% compared to 8.1%).

Figure 6 shows the percentage deforestation by protection
level (strictly protected, not strictly protected and unknown
status), by driver and by continent to understand if the degree of
protection has any effect on the rate of deforestation. Strikingly,
the strictly protected areas do not have lower deforestation rates
in the 2008–2019 period than non-strictly protected areas for the
Latin Americas and Africa. For the Latin Americas and Asia,
protected areas with unknown status have lower deforestation
rates than the other two categories while deforestation is higher
in protected areas of unknown status in Africa. It can also
be observed that shifting cultivation and other subsistence
agriculture occurs in all continents for all levels of protection.
In Asia, oil palm and commercial agriculture show slightly
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FIGURE 4 | Percentage deforestation by driver for the Americas, Africa, and Asia in the area 30◦ latitude north and south of the equator.

FIGURE 5 | The amount of deforestation (in MHa) in protected areas by driver in the Americas, Africa, and Asia in the area 30◦ latitude north and south of the equator.

lower deforestation rates in strictly protected areas compared
to non-strictly protected areas although they represent the most
important drivers in protected areas overall. What is even more

striking is that commercial agriculture as well as pasture have
higher deforestation rates in strictly protected areas in the Latin
Americas relative to the background deforestation reduction
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FIGURE 6 | Percentage deforestation in protected areas by driver and degree of protection for the Americas, Africa, and Asia in the area 30◦ latitude north and south

of the equator.

FIGURE 7 | Percentage reduction in deforestation in protected areas by driver and by degree of protection (grouped into strict, non-strict, and unknown) for the

Americas, Africa, and Asia in the area 30◦ latitude north and south of the equator.

by continent. Another anomaly that can be identified in the
Latin Americas is that lower deforestation rates can be observed
in protected areas with unknown protection status, and that
shifting cultivation plays a less significant role in these protected
areas. In the case of wildfires, the largest rate of deforestation
associated with this driver occurs in strictly protected areas in
Asia compared to other protection levels and continents. As
already outlined, managed forest plays a significant role in Asia

in protected areas as well as outside although it is highest in the
protected areas with unknown status.

To highlight the influence of protected areas, Figure 7

shows the percentage reduction in deforestation by driver when
compared to the “background” deforestation level over the
entire continent for Latin America, Africa, and Asia and for
selected drivers that cover a large area. Negative numbers
indicate that there is a higher percentage deforestation in
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protected areas vs. the average percentage rate over the entire
continent. When the number drops below minus 100%, this
means that the deforestation rate inside the protected area is
more than two times higher inside the protected area for a
specific driver. What is most striking is that for almost all
drivers except shifting cultivation, we can observe negative
percentages in Asia (Figure 7), which indicates that large
scale human activities leading to tree cover loss have been
carried out inside protected areas. In Asia, other subsistence
agriculture is the largest driver in both strictly protected and
non-strictly protected areas followed by commercial agriculture
(including oil palm). Apart from oil palm and other subsistence
agriculture, the protected areas with unknown protection status
in Asia seem to have less deforestation than the strictly
protected and non-strictly protected category. Other subsistence
agriculture is also observed to have a higher deforestation
within strictly protected and non-strictly protected areas than
the “background” continental deforestation in the Americas
as well as commercial oil palm in non-strictly protected
areas. In particular in Africa all protected areas with a
known protection status seem to protect relatively well against
commercial agriculture including commercial oil palm whereas
the protected area with unknown protection status shows a lower
overall protection.

DISCUSSION

This study represents the first attempt at quantifying the drivers
of deforestation inside protected areas and by continent using
a new spatially explicit crowdsourced driver data set (Laso
Bayas et al., 2021). It represents a more up-to-date and higher
resolution version of that produced by Curtis et al. (2018).
Through this study, we found some results that confirm previous
findings in the literature. For example, we found that overall
deforestation rates in protected areas in the Latin Americas
and Africa are lower than total deforestation, confirming that
protected areas are helping to curb deforestation as found by
others (Heino et al., 2015; Shah et al., 2021). We also found that
protected areas are less effective in curbing deforestation in Asia,
which was also observed in the study by Spracklen et al. (2015).
Moreover, this is in line with the more general findings of Wolf
et al. (2021), who showed that of the 15.7% of protected areas,
only 6.5% are providing strict protection.

In terms of the main drivers of deforestation by continent, we
found that they are in line with those identified in the analysis
by Seymour and Harris (2019), even though their summary only
covers a few countries/regions and is based on a sample rather
than a spatially explicit mapping approach. For example, the
main drivers in the Latin Americas are pasture and shifting
cultivation, which matches the traditional cattle ranching found
in Brazil and in other parts of Latin America but also the more
recent shift to small-scale agriculture (Tyukavina et al., 2017;
Lovejoy and Nobre, 2018). Africa is still mostly dominated by
subsistence agriculture and shifting cultivation as found in the
Congo Basin, but there is also some evidence of managed forests,

wildfires, roads, and commercial agriculture confirming this
trend toward more selective logging and industrial agriculture
(Tyukavina et al., 2018). Similarly, Asia is dominated by shifting
cultivation and other subsistence agriculture, commercial oil
palm, and managed forests, all of which have been identified as
drivers in an Indonesian context (Gaveau et al., 2016; Austin
et al., 2019).

We also found results that are contrary to what appears in
the literature, in particular regarding patterns of deforestation
within strictly protected areas, defined here as IUCN category
I–IV. For example, studies have generally found that stricter
categories of protected areas reduce deforestation more than
protected areas with no strict protection (Wade et al., 2020; Shah
et al., 2021; Wolf et al., 2021), while we found the opposite
effect across all three continents. However, Wolf et al. (2021)
noted the effect in only a few, small regions. This finding needs
further examination but category IV, which we include in the
definition of strict protection, covers a large area globally and
may be subject to human activities. For example, Jones et al.
(2018) found that the mean human footprint of category IV
protected areas is larger than in categories I to III, with around
37% of these category IV areas under intense human pressure.
Nonetheless, we recognize that these patterns may not hold if
a true counterfactual approach had been used; therefore, we
urge caution in using these preliminary findings for guiding
any decisions.

We, furthermore, note that although roads were shown to
play a negligible role for deforestation in terms of the spatial
area that they cover, they usually represent the initial driver
of land clearing (Barber et al., 2014), which is then further
driven by subsistence agriculture or commercial exploitation
of the area. From a spatial extent, mining was also shown to
have a small impact on the amount and rate of deforestation
because the areal coverage is small, yet mining will result in the
building of new roads, which will trigger further exploitation
and possibly lead to other forms of anthropogenic drivers such
as subsistence or even commercial agriculture. A recent exercise
in visual interpretation of satellite imagery for mining areas by
Maus et al. (2020) revealed that more than 50% of mines were
concentrated in only five countries, three of which are partly
covered here: Australia, China, and Chile. This sample data set
could be integrated into the map of drivers of forest loss in
the future.

Even though foregoing studies have shown that the quality
of crowdsourcing campaigns can be high (Hill and Ready-
Campbell, 2011; See et al., 2013; Hsing et al., 2018), and
the crowdsourced sample data set has been validated in this
study, we acknowledge that the data collection may not be as
accurate as expert classification. Moreover, the drivers identified
in the imagery may only be potential drivers of deforestation.
We asked the volunteers in the crowdsourcing campaign to
select the most recent imagery that was available in Geo-
Wiki, so the driver classified by the volunteers refers to the
year when the latest very high-resolution image was available.
However, if the available image was relatively old, then a new
primary driver might have replaced the previous one. The
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interpolated map uses the timestamp and driver of the closest
sample, so we acknowledge this potential limitation in the data
set. Nonetheless, compared to other spatially; explicit mapping
approaches, our analysis represents a major improvement over
previous studies, e.g., by Wade et al. (2020), who used transitions
in land cover over time as proxies for drivers, which could
only be further investigated in a small number of case studies
using very high-resolution satellite imagery. We further extend
upon the data set by Curtis et al. (2018) by differentiating
between shifting cultivation and “other subsistence agriculture”
by using an additional data layer produced by Heinimann
et al. (2017). In shifting cultivation, regrowth happens, which
makes shifting cultivation, if practiced with long deforestation
cycles, more sustainable. However, the results from shifting
cultivation should be used with caution. It is very likely
that the shifting cultivation category might be smaller since
we took a conservative approach and categorized all possible
shifting cultivation classes in Heinimann et al. (2017) as shifting
cultivation (including very low, low, medium, and high). In the
future, we plan to categorize shifting cultivation more accurately
using a longer time series of NDVI built into Geo-Wiki as part of
a further crowdsourcing campaign.

We acknowledge that a sampling approach as applied in the
study presented by Seymour and Harris (2019) is also valid,
but the advantage of spatially-explicit maps is that the drivers
can be spatially located and overlaid with other layers such
as protected areas, thus providing a more comprehensive and
spatially explicit picture of the dominant drivers. Furthermore,
we are aware that the overall deforestation per continent
used to compare data inside protected areas with the average
background deforestation does not follow a stratified approach to
find similar environmental conditions based on counterfactuals
(Geldmann et al., 2019; Shah et al., 2021). Nevertheless, we feel
that the study adds value to the current literature on drivers
and complements other studies that use counterfactuals by
providing additional insights, e.g., that strictly protected areas
appear to protect less than non-strict protected areas when
counterfactuals are not used. Both improvements to the current
drivers layer, e.g., using a model to distribute drivers spatially,
and the additional use of counterfactuals could be potential
improvements in the future. Furthermore, our study provides
only overall averages and does not show spatial differences in
the effectiveness of protected areas in different countries. Hence,
we were unable to examine smaller protected areas in more
detail, which may be more effective at reducing deforestation
than larger ones (Wolf et al., 2021), but we propose to examine
the spatial variation and effectiveness according to size in a follow
up study.

CONCLUSIONS

Drivers of deforestation have been studied from local to global
scales and in relation to the effectiveness of protected areas in
reducing or avoiding deforestation. This study adds to the current
knowledge on the dominant drivers of deforestation in protected
areas, confirming previous results but also producing outcomes

that contrast with foregoing studies, particularly with regard to
the degree of protection, which requires further investigation.
The main advantage of the data set used in this analysis is that it
was based on a much larger sample size of crowdsourced, visually
interpreted forest loss drivers investigated over the period
2008–2019. A further innovation is the differentiation between
small-scale land-use change, such as observed from shifting
cultivation and other subsistence agriculture, made possible
through integration of the dataset published by Heinimann et al.
(2017) and thereby improving upon the previous study by Curtis
et al. (2018). We also highlighted limitations in this preliminary
study ranging from potential improvements to the next version
of the driver layer, a further investigation into the impact of
protected area size, and the use of a counterfactual approach to
calculate avoided deforestation.

This work has, furthermore, shown that much of the
deforestation is occurring in national parks, even in those with
a relatively strict protection level. The drivers in protected areas
are, to a large extent, mirroring the continental patterns. In Asia
protected areas are on average the least effective. In order to
meet Aichi Target 11.1, particularly in terms of quality of the
protected areas, and the commitments on zero deforestation
made in Glasgow in 2021, it will, therefore, be necessary to
monitor large, protected areas more rigorously in the future.
This can be achieved by using remote sensing technologies and
early warning systems [e.g., the Global Analysis and Discovery
(GLAD) and the RAdar for Detecting Deforestation (RADD)
alert systems], which will allow early detection of deforestation
fronts. However, such early warning systems will only operate
if the necessary institutions are in place, and if national park
authorities have sufficient staff to patrol andmonitor the ongoing
alerts. Citizen science and communitymonitoring could also play
a critical role in providing more contextual information once an
early alert on new deforestation in parks has been received.
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